Logic Controls has taken its 30+ years of
kitchen operations and Kitchen Display
System (KDS) knowledge and success,
by creating an industry leading KDS
solution that empowers restaurants from
SMB to Enterprise to take full control and
oversight of kitchen operations at scale.
The KitchenGo family of solutions covers
a wide range of configurations from
budget friendly, to premium functionality
providing management and metrics that is
guaranteed to grow any business.
On almost any operating system.
Your choice.
Increased efficiency in your kitchen equals an
exceptional experience for your customers.
A win-win for all.

What is a kitchen display system ?
A Kitchen Display System (KDS) is the brain of the kitchen, and
business. By streamlining all processes in kitchen operations, a
KDS will reduce food waste, increase efficiency and provide what
is most important: An exceptional customer experience.

What a Kitchen Display System is not?
A KDS is not a Point of Sale. It compliments a POS. A POS is a
small part of a business operation - it takes the order and money.
A KDS does everything else, except inventory.It is key to a
successful business operation.

Hardware description
15.6’’
| LS8900
+ Six-Core 64-Bit Processor
+ Android 7.1 operating system
+ Display Port/VGA Video Interface

| LE1015W-J Touch Screen Monitor
+ Built-in speakers
+ USB touch interface
+ Supports integrated MSR
and customer displays

| KB9000
+ Programmable Keyboard (bump bar)
+ Capacitive Touch Operation
+ USB Interface

| KB1700
+ Programmable Keyboard (bumpbar)
+ Stainless steel dome disc operation
+ USB Interface
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Software Description

Tired of printers not working, refilling paper and the hassle that goes along with
them? KitchenGo Ticket offers a more attractive total cost of ownership than a
printer, Bump, select, recall, and filter orders on an easy-to-read display.

KitchenGo Premium provides state-of-the-art routing, control, and visibility with its three
main components. Router provides advanced order routing functions such as station
relationship management, order filtering, and food category or individual item setups.
Premium KDS uses automatic data transmission to eliminate lost or unreadable orders,
reducing overall waste. With a backoffice interface, Premium creates a variety of metrics
and reports to offer insight into your business operations, including total order count,
average order number per time slot, and preparation times per station or per time slot.

As powerful as Premium, Logic Controls created allee. The first independent and
native KDS software developed exclusively on the Apple iOS platform.
Advantages of iOS include robust functionality, top-notch security, and an
intuitive interface that will already be familiar to many employees. Use iPads,
AppleTV and Apple watches for a superior kitchen management solution.
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